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Transformation of health
systems: contribution of
population health
intervention research
The growing prevalence of chronic
diseases is a major challenge in the
sustainability of health systems.
There is a need to transform health
systems by increasing prevention
and by implementating innovative
organisations in management of
these diseases. This transformation
will require development and analysis
of research-based and field-based
interventions and organisations.
Health system transformation also
requires the transfer of innovative
models into public decisions and
practices, and requires these actions to
occur across health systems.
Several questions and challenges can
be distinguished in this context. How
do we assess these innovative models
and interventions? How do we scaleup the interventions recommended
under experimental conditions? How
can sustainability be integrated into
the design of innovations? How can
transferability of interventions be
ensured across diverse settings and
populations?
Population health intervention
research—the science of solutions
which is complementary to the
science of problems (ie, study of
health determinants)1—is designed
to address these issues. This research
is, by nature, contextualised because
the results are dependent on both
the intervention and the sociocultural
and organisational context within
which the intervention interacts. 2
Over the past 20 years, this research
area has developed, resulting in
projects focusing on new prevention
approaches (such as innovative
tobacco prevention programmes in
schools);3 technological innovation
(such as mobile health or mHealth
in prevention strategies); 4 and
organisational innovations (such as
interprofessional collaboration to

improve professional practice and
health-care outcomes).5
Despite this development,
population health intervention
research remains undersized and
the findings are not widely used by
decision makers and practitioners
for several reasons. First, the conduct
of intervention research has several
obstacles, such as inappropriate
designs derived from clinical
research into drugs.6 In fact, these
interventions are generally considered
to be complex, meaning that further
models and methods are required for
evaluation.7 Logistical, budget, and
regulatory constraints compound
these obstacles to intervention. For
example, cluster trials are generally
needed when investigating collective
interventions such as populationbased prevention or new healthcare organisations. In these trials,
individual consent, a fundamental
principle of health research, cannot
be obtained, which can cause
practical difficulties in obtaining
authorisation for the research or
publication of results. Second, the
use of knowledge by practitioners
and decision makers is not a simple
matter: knowledge produced is not
always adapted or usable. Research
needs to provide practitioners and
policy makers with robust and relevant
evidence that takes adequate account
of the real-world circumstances. 8
There is a need to reconsider the
production of knowledge within an
interacting framework, including all
stakeholders. We should also develop
practitioners’ skills to analyse and
transfer innovation into practices and
to transform their organisations to
facilitate the adoption of innovations.
It is becoming crucial to support
the development of intervention
research. A general strategy integ
rating research priorities, financial
resources, and infrastructures
(such as large databases) should be
defined. In France, for example, the
creation of a national public health
research programme was announced
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in August 2017. This programme
will include these priorities, with
the objective that funded research
contributes to the national aims
to invest in health prevention, to
improve the efficacy and efficiency
of the health system, and to reduce
health inequalities. This approach
should be considered in a broader
context of international cooperation.
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For more on the adoption of
research and innovations see
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/
Portals/0/PDF%20reviews%20
and%20summaries/Science%20
2016%20Langer%20report.
pdf?ver=2016-04-18142701-867
For more on the national public
health research programme see
http://www.gouvernement.fr/
conseil-des-ministres/201708-30/la-strategie-deprevention-en-sante
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